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Introduction

Brexit Brief is published by the IIEA’s UK Project Group 
and covers developments in the UK’s withdrawal from the 
European Union.  The Brief seeks to provide up-to-date 
information on the progress and content of the UK-EU 
negotiations, and bring together relevant statements and 
policy positions from key players in Ireland, the UK and EU.

The Brief is part of a wider communications programme 
covering the work of the IIEA’s UK Project Group – involving 
commentaries, speeches, texts and event reports – which will 
be highlighted on the Institute website.  (www.iiea.com)

Section One: State of Play

The withdrawal negotiations between the United 
Kingdom and European Union resumed on 6-9 February 
2018. 

The hiatus in the negotiations, between the December 
2017 European Council and 6 February, was used by 
the EU side to finalise its negotiating position on the 
transitional arrangements for the UK-EU relationship 
after the UK departs on 29 March 2019, but before the 
future relationship between the two is agreed. 

This position was signed off by the General Affairs Council 
of the European Union (made up of the European Affairs 
Ministers from all EU Member States) on 29 January, and 
affirms the position of the European Commission. 

Issues for discussion in the 6-9 February round included:

• Ireland and Northern Ireland: solutions to avoid  
 a hard border in the context of the future  
 relationship between the EU and UK

• Governance of the withdrawal agreement  
 (implementation and dispute resolution  
 mechanisms)

• Transitional arrangements 

These issues are dealt within the sections below.

A scheduled update from the UK on the future relationship 
did not occur. This was blamed on ‘scheduling difficulties’ 
on the UK side. It is clear, however, that there remains no 
unified position in the UK Government on the preferred 
terms for the future relationship.

Further meetings of the negotiators at coordinators’ 
level took place on Monday 19 February, to discuss the 
transitional arrangements, followed by a further meeting at 
technical and coordinators’ level on Tuesday, 20 February, 
to discuss issues relating to Ireland and Northern Ireland.

Ireland and Northern Ireland

On the topic of Ireland and Northern Ireland, the most 
recent round of negotiations focused on solutions to 
avoid a hard border, with the European Union negotiator 
suggesting that any solution must be “precise, clear and 
unambiguous.”
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Two paragraphs in the Joint Negotiators’ report in 
December 2017 dealt with this topic. It specified that in 
the absence of agreed solutions, there would be a need 
to maintain ‘regulatory alignment’ between Northern 
Ireland and Ireland on “those rules of the Internal Market 
and the Customs Union which, now or in the future, 
support North-South cooperation, the all-island economy 
and the protection of the 1998 Agreement.” 

At the insistence of the DUP, who feared the creation 
of regulatory barriers between Northern Ireland and the 
rest of the United Kingdom, the UK negotiators also 
committed to ensuring that no new regulatory barriers 
would be created between Northern Ireland and the rest 
of the UK.

In essence, the Joint Report leaves the negotiators with 
three possible options:

1. The UK and EU solve the issues on the island of  
 Ireland through the future relationship. 

2. The UK proposes specific solutions to the  
 unique circumstances on the island of Ireland. 

3. Full regulatory alignment between Ireland and  
 Northern Ireland with those rules of the Single  
 Market and the Customs Union – current or  
 future – which support North-South  
 cooperation, the all-island economy and the  
 Good Friday Agreement.

Options 1 and 2, however, can only be achieved in the 
context of the future relationship – a topic on which the 
UK has yet to engage meaningfully.

In the meantime, the EU is working to include option 
three in the text of the Withdrawal Agreement. This is 
seen as the ‘backstop’ option to guarantee that there will 
be no hard border under any circumstances. 

In turn, it is necessary to begin the process of legally 
defining how this scenario would work in operational 
terms – the UK accepted this in the negotiations of 6-9 
February, with the provision that options 1 and 2 must be 
discussed in parallel with it.

Governance of the withdrawal agreement

Governance of the Withdrawal Agreement is a key part 
of the negotiations for the coming rounds. In order to 
facilitate the creation of a credible and durable agreement, 
both sides agree that it must have effective implementation 
mechanisms. However, there is disagreement over the 
means of achieving this.

From the perspective of the EU negotiators, any agreed 
mechanisms should provide for a role for the European 
Court of Justice where the agreement refers to European 
law. Thus far, however, the UK has been unwilling to 
accept this.

A key part of the EU position in this regard is the need 
for a sanctions mechanism should the UK fail to fulfil 
its obligations committed to under the Withdrawal 
Agreement. This has caused some controversy in the 
UK, and was criticised by David Davis who described it 
as ‘discourteous’. Michel Barnier argued that this was a 
standard provision in all EU international agreements. 
Nonetheless, it was decided to remove and modify the 
original draft text. Commission officials promised new 
wording that makes reference to the EU’s standard 
infringement procedures.

Transitional arrangements

The EU’s formal position on the topic of the transitional 
arrangements was published on 7 February 2018.

This proposed transitional period consists of extending 
the acquis for a time-limited period, albeit without UK 
representation in EU bodies or institutions, and is the 
preferred option of the UK itself. The UK has made it 
clear that it wishes to reach a deal on the transition in 
March 2018, but there are clear disagreements between 
the negotiators in a number of areas. 

Particular areas of disagreement at this point include:

• Citizens’ rights: while the UK recognises that  
 the free movement of people applies fully during  
 the transition period, it does not want – at the  
 end of this transition – to extend the rights  
 agreed in the Joint Report to those citizens who  
 arrive during the transition. 

• Application of EU rules during the transition:  
 the UK has requested a right of opposition in  
 the case where it disagrees with a new rule or  
 law which could enter into force during this   
 transitional period.

• Justice and Home Affairs: the UK wishes to  
 continue benefitting from new EU policies in  
 this area, under its traditional ‘opt-in’ basis.  

The EU chief negotiator, Michel Barnier, has said that 
there is no guarantee that a deal will be reached in light of 
the above disagreements, but it is important to state that 
the differences are far from insurmountable. 

As an independent forum, the Institute does not express any opinions of its own. The views expressed in the article are the sole 
responsibility of the author.
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Both sides showed a willingness to compromise on the 
issue of citizens’ rights in Phase One, for example, and 
it would be unlikely to become a major sticking point 
in the current phase of negotiations. The UK has already 
accepted the principle of free movement of EU citizens’ 
during the transitional phase.

Assuming that the UK does not seriously envisage a ‘veto’ 
on the EU decision-making process during the transitional 
period, then the issue of a UK ‘right of opposition’ with 
regard to new EU legislation during this period is not 
entirely unreasonable. The EU has already suggested that 
the UK might be consulted on new legislation during this 
period. Such an arrangement is not without precedent – 
for example, the European Economic Area Agreement 
allows EEA states to participate in ‘decision-shaping’ at 
the early stages of the legislative proposal process.

On the issue of the UK’s desire to continue to opt into 
EU policies in the field of justice and home affairs, the 
EU side takes the view that, as a third-country, the UK 
should not enjoy the same opt-ins it did as a Member 
State. Nonetheless, Justice and Home Affairs cooperation 
is a critical issue for both the EU and UK, and both sides 
will hope to secure a deal which allows for continuity in 
this area. 

Section Two: The Evolving Debate

UK Cabinet Meeting 6-7 February 

The European Union Exit and Trade (Strategy and 
Negotiations) sub-Committee of the British Cabinet met 
on 6-7 February 2018 to discuss the UK policy position 
in the critical phases of negotiation on the Withdrawal 
Treaty, the Transition Period and the Future Relationship.   
Before the first of these sessions, Downing Street appeared 
to rule out involvement in a customs union with the 
European Union: “It is not our policy to be in the customs 
union. It is not our policy to be in a customs union.”  

No final decisions were taken by the eleven members 
of the sub-Committee, but it was decided that senior 
ministers would undertake a series of keynote speeches on 
the major Brexit themes. 

Boris Johnson Speech

In his own contribution to the above initiative, Boris 
Johnson, delivered a lengthy speech in which he began 
by scolding the continuing opposition to the decision to 
leave the European Union, and concluded that “Brexit is 
not just the great liberal project of the age, but a project 

that over time can unite this whole country.”  

The central argument of the Foreign Secretary was that 
EU regulation was unsuitable to the UK because it was 
“expressly teleological”. Mr Johnson went on to say that 
the aim of EU law “is to create an overarching European 
state as the basis for a new sense of European political 
identity.” He insisted that the UK, through Brexit, would 
demonstrate “the courage to break free from an idea – 
however noble its origins -  that had become outdated, at 
least for us.” On the economy, meanwhile, Mr Johnson 
argued that Brexit offered the prospect of taking control 
of the regulatory framework and tariff schedules, doing 
trade deals and exploiting changes in the world economy.

Commentators have noted that, in his lengthy address, 
the Foreign Secretary made no reference to the Ireland / 
Northern Ireland situation.  

Theresa May speech

The Prime Minister, Theresa May, addressed the Munich 
Security Conference on 17 February 2018, on the future 
security situation in Europe. She emphasised the strong 
degree of commitment of the UK to close cooperation 
with European partners on the whole range of global 
defence and security relationships in the face of new and 
growing threats such as those related to cyberspace. 

The Prime Minister argued that “the challenge for all of 
us today is finding the way to work together, through a 
deep and special partnership between the UK and the 
EU, to retain the cooperation that we have built and go 
further in meeting the evolving threats we face together.” 
In a key passage she insisted that “this cannot be a time 
when any of us allow competition between partners, 
rigid institutional restrictions or deep-seated ideology 
to inhibit our cooperation and jeopardise the security of 
our citizens. We must do whatever is most practical and 
pragmatic in ensuring our collective security.” 

The Prime Minister made the formal proposal that there 
should be a new Treaty to underpin future internal 
security relationships, on issues such as the European 
Arrest Warrant and the cooperative work of Europol.  
In this connection she made the significant remark that 
the Treaty “must be respectful of the sovereignty of both 
the UK and the EU’s legal orders. So, for example, when 
participating in EU agencies the UK will respect the remit 
of the European Court of Justice.”            

Theresa May’s concluding remark that the future security 
relationship should be seen as part of our new partnership, 
including agreements on trade, led to the response from 

As an independent forum, the Institute does not express any opinions of its own. The views expressed in the article are the sole 
responsibility of the author.

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/foreign-secretary-speech-uniting-for-a-great-brexit
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http://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/pm-speech-at-munich-security-conference-17-february-2018
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the Commission President, Jean-Claude Juncker, that 
continued security cooperation could not be used as a 
bargaining chip for other areas of the Brexit negotiations. 

Berlin Meeting 

Prime Minister May visited Berlin on 16 February 
2018 for talks with Chancellor Merkel. Speaking of the 
importance of trade between the UK and Germany, the 
Prime Minister said that “it is vital to people in both the 
UK and Germany that this shared tradition continues and 
so we have referred in our discussions to the UK’s vision 
for a bold and ambitious economic partnership once the 
UK leaves the European Union.”

The Chancellor responded to a media question by stating 
that “I’m not frustrated at all. I’m just curious how Britain 
envisages this future partnership and obviously we also 
have our own vested interests as regards, for example, 
economic commitments.  We would like to preserve this 
close partnership and maybe both sides, in a way, are in 
a process of learning and trying to find out where find 
common ground.”  

Developments in Ireland

The Taoiseach. Leo Varadkar, and the Prime Minister, 
Theresa May, discussed the implications of Brexit for 
Northern Ireland and the island of Ireland during their 
visits to Belfast on 13 February in connection with the 
talks on restoration of power sharing at Stormont.  The 
Prime Minister was reported as asking the Taoiseach 
to help explore how to bring about a future UK-EU 
relationship that would not invoke the ‘backstop’ 
arrangement that would keep Northern Ireland closely 
aligned with EU rules. He is understood to have agreed 
to exploratory talks but made it clear that Ireland will 
negotiate with the UK within the remit of the EU Task 
Force led by Michel Barnier.    

The Prime Minister told The Irish Times that the agreement 
reached on the first phase in December still applied and 
that her preference for avoiding a hard border was “within 
the context of an EU-UK economic partnership for the 
future, and that is what we are going to be working at.” 
It is widely reported in the UK media that the cabinet is 
divided on this issue with hard line Brexiters unhappy at 
any arrangement which goes against the commitment to 
leave the Single Market and the Customs Union. 

The Government’s objective is to make sure that the precise 
details of the special arrangement for Northern Ireland in 
the December Joint Report – whereby it would retain full 

regulatory alignment with the EU – is written into the 
legal text of the Withdrawal Agreement.   The Taoiseach 
told Dail Eireann on 14 February that the Government 
had achieved what it wanted in phase one and now it 
wanted to ensure in phase two that the avoidance of a 
hard border was included in a legally-binding agreement 
between the UK and the EU.

Border concerns

The Chief Constable of the Police Service of Northern 
Ireland, George Hamilton, has warned that border 
posts and security installations created as a result of a 
‘hard Brexit’ would be seen as ‘fair game’ for attack by 
dissident republicans.  “The last thing we would want 
is any infrastructure around the border because there is 
something symbolic about it.”   

Copenhagen Economics Report

The Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation, 
Heather Humphreys, has published the Copenhagen 
Economics study on the Impacts of Brexit on Trade and 
the Economy.  The study examines the implications and 
quantifies the impact of possible new barriers to trade 
which might emerge as a result of Brexit, by reference 
to a range of possible scenarios.  The results of the study 
indicate that Brexit will have negative impacts on Irish 
trade with adverse knock-on effects on Irish production 
and ultimately Irish GDP.  The food sector and the rural 
economy face particularly negative impacts.

UK Business Leaders

The concerns of British business organisations with the 
direction of the Brexit negotiations have been expressed 
in a number of statements and proposals/

The Institute of Directors has published a detailed 
proposal for “a hybrid arrangement of a customs union 
with a deep free trade agreement tying off other areas, 
as the EU and Turkey are currently mulling” which 
might well meet the UK’s needs as well as its recognised 
red lines. The IoD paper argues that a partial customs 
union, covering all industrial goods as well as processed 
agricultural products would avoid disruption for some of 
the UK’s key industries.

The British Chamber of Commerce wrote an ‘open letter’ 
to the Prime Minister calling on the Government to make 
choices “and to deliver a clear, unequivocal statement 
of intent.” The BCC argued that “even amongst the 
many optimistic, future-oriented firms –those who 

As an independent forum, the Institute does not express any opinions of its own. The views expressed in the article are the sole 
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see opportunity in change – patience is wearing thin.  
Directly-affected companies are poised to activate 
contingency plans. Many others, worryingly, have simply 
disengaged….There is no room for continued ambiguity 
as companies make investment and hiring decisions.  The 
government must set out its plans.”      

An analysis of more than 120 industrial sectors, by the 
independent UK Trade Policy Observatory, identified 
particular challenges for research-intensive sectors such 
as aerospace, pharmaceuticals and automotive which face 
the need to make key investment decisions and which are 
highly dependent on global networks of supply and trade, 
with components crossing and recrossing borders inside 
Europe and outside. 

Three Government Ministers – the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer, the Brexit Secretary and the Business 
Secretary – wrote an ‘open letter’ addressed to business 
leaders, stating that there was a determination to support 
businesses and the economy and a recognition of business 
concerns about the implications of withdrawal from the 
EU for themselves and their supply chains.  The letter 
provided details of the transition/implementation period 
which would give the certainty and clarity needed to plan 
ahead, by maintaining continuity in trading arrangements 
with the EU immediately after UK withdrawal.

Scotland

The Scottish Government has published a major policy 
paper Scotland’s Place in Europe: People, Jobs and Investment, 
which argues that “a Brexit which results in the UK being 
outside the European Single Market and Customs Union 
will have the most damaging consequences for Scotland.” 
The paper demonstrates the benefits Single Market 
membership has delivered and could deliver in future 
and sets out the adverse economic consequences of a hard 
Brexit “which would undermine Scotland’s economic 
prospects by creating significant impediments to trade in 
goods and- in particular – services.  Leaving the Single 
Market would also compromise the vast range of common 
economic, social, consumer and environmental standards 
that we have become accustomed to as a member of the 
EU.” 

Japan Issues Stark Warning

Leaders from Japan’s biggest businesses with operations in 
the UK – including Nissan, Honda, Toyota, Nomura and 
Sumitomo - have visited Prime Minister May in Downing 
Street for discussions on the implications of Brexit for 
their investment plans.  Speaking after the meeting, the 

Japanese Ambassador, Koji Tsuruoka, raised the prospect 
of companies pulling out of Britain, saying that “if there 
is no profitability of continuing operations in the UK 
then no private company can continue operations.  It is 
as simple as that.”

The Japanese Government has published a detailed paper 
addressed to the United Kingdom and the European 
Union which argues that “uncertainty is a major concern. 
We hope that predictability is secured whereby all 
stakeholders, not just the negotiating parties, have a clear 
idea of the post-Brexit landscape.”

The former UK Ambassador to Japan, Sir David Warren, 
has commented that leaders in Japan see Brexit as an act 
of economic and political self-harm that will reduce the 
United Kingdom’s influence on the world stage.  In a 
Chatham House essay on Anglo-Japanese Cooperation in an 
Era of Growing Nationalism and Weakening Globalization, 
Sir David points out that many Japanese companies had 
invested in the UK because EU membership provided 
tariff-free trade and regulatory alignment with Britain’s 
largest market. 

DFAT Brexit Website  and Government Brexit Update

The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade has launched 
its Brexit Website (www.dfa.ie/brexit).  The Tanaiste and 
Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Simon Coveney, 
introduced the site: 

“On this site, you can find out about the Government’s 
most recent engagements, outreach events, and 
ongoing consultation work on Brexit. You can access a 
comprehensive Frequently Asked Questions section, and 
also read the Key Documents published by the Government 
outlining our negotiation strategy and preparations for 
the potential impacts of Brexit.  This site includes links 
to a wide range of Government and independent research 
reports that provide a broad analysis of all key issues 
and sectors.  Finally, we welcome you to sign-up to our 
Government Brexit Update newsletter service. This email 
alert outlines the latest Irish Government developments 
on Brexit preparation, outreach and supports.”

On 15 February 2018, the Government launched a new 
version of its Brexit Update which is available in e-mail 
form. (www.dfa.ie/brexit/government-brexit-update)

As an independent forum, the Institute does not express any opinions of its own. The views expressed in the article are the sole 
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European Council appoints Didier Seeuws as head of Brexit Taskforce

Bratislava Summit of 27

Michel Barnier starts role as Head of EU Commission Brexit Task Force  

Theresa May outlines the objectives and principles for the UK’s withdrawal

24th June 2016

9th September 2016

16th September 2016

6th December 2016

17th January 2017

26th June 2016

David Cameron signals his intention to resign as UK Prime Minister

1st October 2016

24th January 2017 UK Supreme Court Ruling on Article 50

European Parliament names Guy Verhofstadt as the European Parliament’s Brexit negotiator

Michel Barnier holds first press briefing on Brexit, notes Northern Irish issues

23rd June 2016 The UK votes to leave the EU

Theresa May becomes the new Prime Minister of the UK13th July 2016

2016 - 2017Timeline

Northern Ireland Assembly elections. No new executive formed.2nd March 2017

UK Houses of Parliament pass the Article 50 Bill without amendment

9th-10th March 2017

13th March 2017

Re-election of Donald Tusk as European Council President

European Parliament adopts resolution on the UK’s withdrawal from the EU

29th March 2017

5th April 2017

UK invokes Article 50

60th Anniversary of the Treaty of Rome25th March 2017

19th April 2017 Theresa May calls for snap General Election on 8th June 2017

European Council adopts its guidelines for the Brexit negotiations29th April 2017

7th May 2017 Emmanuel Macron defeats Marine Le Pen to become President of France 

The General Affairs Council of the EU authorises the opening of negotiations with the UK22nd May 2017

29th May 2017 European Commission releases draft position papers on Article 50

8th June 2017 UK General Election results in a hung Parliament. Minority Conservative government formed with support 
from the DUP



European Council Summit

Estonian Presidency of the Council of the EU begins

German Federal Elections. Chancellor Merkel elected to fourth term.

European Council Summit

European Council authorises opening of Phase Two

22nd-23rd June 2017 

1st July 2017

24th September 2017

19th-20th October 2017

14th-15th December 2017

1st January 2018 Bulgarian Presidency of the Council of the EU begins

Timeframe for preliminary agreement on transitional arrangements22nd-23rd March 2018

European Council Summit28th-29th June 2018 

Austrian Presidency of the Council of the EU begins1st July 2018

Austrian Parliamentary Elections. Sebastian Kurz’s ÖVP wins the largest share of vote15th October 2017 

European Council Summit

European Council Summit

Romanian Presidency of the Council of the EU begins

Deadline for UK withdrawal

European Parliament Elections

October 2018

December 2018

1st January 2019 

29th March 2019

May 2019

2017 - 2019Timeline
You are here!

Negotiations between the UK and EU begin

18th June 2017 President Macron’s Party wins largest share of vote in French Legislative Elections

19th June 2017

Round two of UK-EU negotiations17th-20th July 2017

Round three of UK-EU negotiations28th - 31st August 2017

1st-4th October 2017 Conservative Party Conference 

Round four of EU-UK negotiations25th-28th September 2017

Round five of EU-UK negotiations9th-12th October 2017

22nd September 2017 Theresa May’s Florence speech 

Round Six of EU-UK Negotiations9th-10th November 2017

Coalition negotiations in Germany collapse19th November 2017

EU and UK make ‘sufficient progress’ on Phase One issues8th December 2017

Expected timeframe for opening of talks on the framework for future Late March 2018
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Section Three: Background Material and Further 
Reading
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Essay by Sir David Warren, February 2018.  (www.
cha thamhouse .o rg / s i t e s / f i l e s / cha thamhouse /
publications/research/2018-02-13-anglo-japanese-
cooperation-growing-nationalism-conference.pdf )    
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European Parliament reforms. FT,14 February 2018.  
(www.ft.com/content/44ccb1ea-112a-11e8-940e-
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border after May and Varadkar meet.  IT,13 February 
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